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THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
DOES THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE HAVE A PLACE IN
THE COLLEGE CURRICULUM?
L. S. ROSS.
In order to understand a government at any stage of its
existence it is necessary to understand how it came to be, what
were its antecedents and under what conditions it was de
veloped. In short its inheritance and its environment must he
known. No complete understanding of present day civilization
is possible without a knowledge of the civilization of the "Men
of the Old Stone Age" and of the various phases of man's at
tempts, failures and successes, between these two stages. In
other words the master anatomist and physiologist must be an
embryologist. To comprehend and understand the completed
structure thoroly necessitates a knowledge of its beginning and
of its progress toward completion, whether the structure be a
battleship, a government or a science.
Science is not the handmaid of civilization, it is more. Nor
is it the mother of civilization, it is somewhat less. I do not
claim it to be the "allmacht" of civilization, but it is impossible
to think of the world's material development in terms other
than those of science. Agricultural processes, manufacturing,
mining, commerce, sanitation, all the common activities of life
—these are all applied science. It is impossible to write the
history of a people without recording directly or indirectly
the history of their scientific achievement. The advancement
of ethical, social and religious ideals carries with it a great debt
to science and its methods.
The history of governments is fundamentally the history of
thought changes and development, that usually take place
slowly, accumulating enough energy to overcome the tenacious
hold of established ideas. Time tends to tighten the hold of an
idea until it become almost unthinkable to doubt an authority.
"It hath been said by them of old time" is a bulwark that has
been almost impregnable and it required a bold and inde
pendent spirit to attack that bulwark with, "but I say unto
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you." Yet as much as this inertia has retarded thought it has
exerted a steadying influence that may have prevented stam
pedes whenever some cried aloud, "Lo, here" or "lo, there."
Autocracy of thought should not be confused with the inertia of
conservatism. There is great difference between conditions
when we are told "you have no right to think" and when we
passively accept the thoughts of others. In the first case we are
restrained from action, and in the second we have no desire for
action. Both of these influences affect the evolution of thought.
Probably no better illustration of this can be found than in the
history of science.
The Greek philosophers evidently were fearless and inde
pendent thinkers; independent insofar as independence is pos
sible. There seemed to be no ancient authority back of them.
They were not bound by tradition. A result of their freedom and
their vigor was that they added a sum total of incalculable value
to our intellectual inheritance. In the zoological pathway,
Aristotle tells us that his was the first step and that it must be
judged accordingly. The "Golden Age" passed but it left a
legacy to all future generations. And in the time when autocracy
of thought became powerful it unconsciously paid tribute to
democracy of thought when men were practically told that
Aristotle and Galen were infallible. But, in the early centuries
A. D., soon after the time of Galen, the educated men of the
world for some inexplicable reason forgot a fundamental teach
ing of a man of the common people of the Jews, that the truth
shall make you free; or possibly instead of forgetting, they
never fully comprehended its import. The right of every in
dividual to search for the truth was denied. Only a chosen few
were to think for the world, and their activity was self limited
for they believed it was not allowable to wander far afield from
the accepted authorities of the olden time. The struggle that
gradually assumed form, the struggle between the inquiring
mind and the autocracy of authority, the struggle between
democracy and autocracy of thought, was to continue for cen
turies; a struggle that was to develop the idea that the torture
of the physical man could control the thought processes of the in
tellectual man. Social ostracism, loss of place and fortune, and
physical torture had a temporary effect in suppressing publicity,
but the divine intellectuality of man could not be conquered. As
time passed there was enforced yielding of autocracy here and 2
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there, attempts at compromise, retreat, loss of old entrenched
positions, democracy in the ascendency, autocracy waning, final
retreat before the overwhelming power of democracy, and de
struction of autocratic power.
The final great battle occurred recently, a portion of it within
memory ; the battle over evolution, in the 19th century. This
chapter, covering a period from the latter part of the 18th cen
tury to the latter part of the 19th, is a chapter interesting beyond
compare. The prolog was the preparation of the world for the
"Origin of Species." The great contribution of Darwin and his
coworkers was not that they compelled attention to the theory of
evolution but that they compelled recognition of the right to
think. Buffon, Erasmus Darwin, Lamark, received attention in
their day that was only scant in comparison with their desserts.
They were not so compelling as Darwin nor was the world ready.
In fact the world was not able to receive them. Evolutionists
and anti-evolutionists reached a short period of truce in the cata
clysm theory as advocated by Cuvier and others. But forces were
quietly working that were preparing for a mighty offensive move
ment. James Hutton in Scotland, the obscure surveyor William
Smith in England, and the mighty Lyell had been accumulating
the forces that were to effect the annihilation of the cataclysm
theory. The Principles of Geology appearing in 1830-32 and the
Vestiges of Creation in 1844 completed the preparation of the
way for the Origin of Species in 1859. The battle that followed
after 1859 was violent, fast and furious. But the forces on the
side of democracy of thought were speedily victorious. Now, a
man may think according to his own inherent ability.
The history of law and order and government has no chapter
more interesting or more vital than this chapter in science. Yet
what percentage of intelligent, of educated men are fully con
versant with it. The status of democracy of thought is of fun
damental importance to democracy of government. Eecognizihg
as I do the necessity of a knowledge of the history of political
theories and of nations and governments, yet in my opinion a
knowledge of the history of thought struggles, defeats and vic
tories, as recorded in the history of science is also an essential
part of mental equipment. Whether it be from the standpoint
of culture or from that of the practical, a knowledge of the his
tory of the evolution of science should have a place in the cur
ricula of our colleges and universities. The modern physician 3
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does not follow the methods of Hippocrates but he loses nothing
and gains much by knowing what those methods were. The first
aid worker or the surgeon may apply aseptic dressings without
knowing of the work of Lister and Pasteur, but with such
knowledge he understands his own work better. The surveyor
may run as straight a line, or the bond holder may compute his
interest as accurately without a knowledge that men named
Euclid, Napier, Newton or Gauss ever existed, as he could if he
had such knowledge. But I can conceive of some mental satis
faction in the possession of such knowledge. Even just a little
acquaintance with the persistent and intensive labors of some of
the great leaders in science, of their self sacrifice, of their heroism
creates a profound respect and admiration, and causes one even
to marvel at the wonderful power and possibilities of the human
mind. If the superman has ever appeared I think he was ex
emplified in Adams, or Leverrier who did a, little figuring with
reference to a planet that did not behave just as it apparently
should and then told an astronomer to look at a certain place at a
certain time there to find a planet. It would not be very diffi
cult, I suspect, to convince me that Wallace was not far wrong in
his inference that the mathematical faculty owes its origin to
something outside natural evolutionary forces. I confess to a
slight feeling of uneasiness when in the presence of a mathemati
cian. as if something uncanny were near by. I find myself won
dering as to the kind of nerve cells that make up his brain and
then the query insidiously creeps in "according to. the law of
probabilities what chance is there of him becoming dangerously
violent!"
Our school histories give us accounts of Napoleon's running
rampant over Europe in a career of slaughter. Wouldn't the
cultural and refining influence upon young minds be as marked
at least. if they were given accounts of the work of Lister that
saved more lives than Napoleon ever destroyed and that is con
tinually saving lives, thousands of them, in the mad car^a7e of
today. College histories of the next generation will devote chap
ters to the wild insane orgy of blood of William II. I wonder
how much space will be given to the life saving work of Robert
Koch. In the realm of fact the work of Koch is as truly a fact as
the work of William II. As items of knowledge the student
should know both. There is no question as to which will have
the more humanizing effect. In my opinion the student has as 4
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perfect an intellectual right to be conversant with the scientific
methods of a Harvey, a Redi, a Newton, or an Edison as he has
to know the details of the division of all Gaul into three parts.
Isn't there a place for the history of science, a need for it in all
our colleges and universities? A full knowledge of the history
cannot be attained by one who knows little about the sciences but
that does not preclude the mastery of some elementary general
izations. One cannot comprehend to the fullest the debates be
tween Huxley and Wilberforce without previously having a
knowledge of the theories of evolution, yet he can comprehend
enough to understand that here was a great struggle for liberty
of thought. One can read an elementary history of mathematics
without being an expert mathematician. Not every one is a
statesman who studies the history of national organization. We
are now sufficiently removed from the rancorous controversy be
tween science and theology that an unprejudiced view of the
contention of the past centuries may be possible. It would be
to the advantage of theologians, both old and young, to have a
comprehensive knowledge of that struggle. Such a course could
well find place in the curricula of theological seminaries and
colleges.
In recent years attention has been turning to the advisability
of teaching the history of science in our colleges, both as under
graduate and graduate courses. Attempts to organize classes
have been made with success in varying degree. In 1915 more
courses in the history of mathematics were offered in the associa
tion of standard colleges of this country, 113 in number, than in
any other science. The others follow in the order—chemistry,
physics, zoology including evolution. biology including evolution,
astronomy, psychology and botany and geology with the same
number each. The total number of courses offered was 162,
about 15 per cent of which were given in alternate years. The
average number of students per course offered was eight. In
some instances courses were abandoned because of insufficiency
of demand for them. The courses in general history were more
popular than those in the more special. Hence a natural ques
tion is: 'Which should be emphasized? The answer to this de
pends entirely upon the aim in view, special courses being more
suitable for students majoring in one or two sciences. For those
taking elementary courses in science the general history is bet
ter adapted. At least nine schools in Iowa, and possibly more,
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offer history courses, including mathematics, biology and evolu
tion, chemistry, physics and botany, with the number of courses
in mathematics leading.
My opinion is that courses in history have been monopolized
too long in only one line of study. When mention of history is
made one thought occurs to all : The history of nations and
governments. Mention of any other history must contain a modi
fying clause. We should fully realize that the history of peoples
•is dependent fundamentally upon the development and progress
of thought and of its practical applications; upon the struggle
of the mind toward self realization and expression, and its at
tempt toward self adjustment in relation to the general welfare
of humanity.
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, DRAKE UNIVERSITY.
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